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Abstract. Adaptive schemes for bandwidth reservation Real-Time schedulers
have been the focus of various papers in recent years. Two approaches of note
are Feedback Scheduling and Optimization-Based reconfiguration schemes.
Through simulation, this paper shows some of the issues, benefits and opportunities for composition of these two approaches.

1. Introduction
Due to the increasing complexity of Real-Time applications, support for run-time scheduler adaptation has become a major topic in the area of Real-Time Systems. Video encoder and decoder tasks, for example, may present severe variations in computation times
between frames, and the encoding/decoding streams of different resolutions may lead to
very different utilization patterns.
The problems created by highly variable computation times and periods may be
dealt with through the use of reservation based schedulers, which are special approaches
that provide temporal isolation such as the Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS) [2]. If tasks
are treated by a CBS, it is guaranteed that their utilization will never surpass the value set
by the system designer even if the task overruns. Additionally, the dynamic nature of the
environment with which Real-Time Systems interact requires dramatic and unpredictable
changes in processor allocation between tasks. To support these changes in processor
allocation, additional scheduling infrastructure is needed.
The problem of dynamic reconfiguration of Real-Time Systems has been addressed in various forms by other works [4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 16], and two approaches are
of note: Feedback Scheduling and Optimization-Based Adaptation. Feedback Scheduling uses feedback control theory to actuate on scheduling parameters, trying to minimize
scheduling error. Optimization-Based Adaptation uses optimization algorithms to distribute processor shares between tasks, maximizing the overall system benefit.
In this paper, some of the strengths and weaknesses of these two approaches are
explored through simulation. Our goal is to put these approaches into perspective. They
are analyzed both in isolation and in conjunction. We illustrate via simulation that by
combining both approaches into one integrated infrastructure one can benefit from their
∗
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strengths and minimize the effects of their weakness. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents an overview of both discussed approaches, Section 3 shows the experimentation conducted and discusses the results, and Section 4 enumerates our conclusions.

2. Background
This section contains a brief overview of the Constant Bandwidth Server, and discusses the two adaptation approaches that are the focus of the experimentation, Feedback
Scheduling and Optimization-Based Adaptation.
2.1. Constant Bandwidth Server
Among the reservation-based server approaches, the Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS)
[2] has received special attention since it is capable of providing temporal isolation, which
is specifically desirable for applications with high variability in their execution times.
According to CBS rules, the fraction of processor time allotted for each server is never
surpassed even if its tasks overrun. The CBS approach is also simple to implement since
it is based on the well known EDF policy to schedule the servers [12].
More formally: Consider a system of n CBS servers S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn }. Each
server Si is defined by the tuple (Qi , Ti ), where Qi represents its maximum budget and
Ti represents its period. Each server Si ’s utilization is at most ui = Qi /Ti and serves a
specific set of tasks. In other words, a system constructed in this manner allocates, for
each set of tasks attributed to server Si , a constant bandwidth determined by ui , providing
temporal isolation between servers even in overload conditions. The budget of each server
Si is depleted as its jobs are executed. To guarantee that the server obeys its utilization
limit, the deadline of Si is postponed by Ti every time its budget is depleted. At the same
time, full budget Qi is restored. When a new job arrives in an idle CBS, budget restoration
and deadline postponement depend on a condition calculated at run time. For more details
refer to [2].
2.2. Optimization-Based Adaptation
Optimization-Based Adaptation is the use of optimization algorithms to perform the distribution of processor time between tasks. This approach is best applied in complex systems with various tasks (with various well-defined modes), where combinatorial explosion makes it impractical or even impossible to define processor allocation at design-time.
The definition of modes and the attribution of values to each one of them is possible,
though, and leads to an optimization problem that is small enough to be solved at runtime.
This approach has been discussed in various papers, with goals ranging from maximizing a designer-defined benefit function [7, 10, 15] to aiding the operating system in
maximizing battery life on mobile systems [16].
The approach previously proposed by the authors in [7] models run-time adaptation for reservation-based systems (in particular those scheduled using CBS servers) using
optimization formulations, where the objective is to maximize the overall system benefit.
This is the approach used in the experimental analysis of the following sections.
A brief explanation of this approach follows. Since every server is scheduled
according to EDF, 100% utilization can be attained when scheduling the servers in S.

That is, the system is schedulable if and only if
X
ui ≤ 1

(1)

Si ∈S

In the context of this work, we assume that the system/user can, at any time, request a reconfiguration of the parameters of the servers in S. This kind of request is
associated to changing the operation mode of the system. To accomplish this, the application indicates what processor time percentages Ui should be allocated to each server
Si and a benefit value Ai associated to such an allocation. The benefit value actually
achieved depends on the bandwidth ui the system is able to set. For example, by selecting
a movie screen whose processing is being served by Si , the user may be indicating that Ui
should be given to Si so that the benefit Ai can be attained. However, if the system is able
to allocate ui < Ui , the actual benefit will be less than Ai . Also, there is no extra benefit
in setting ui > Ui and this should be taken into account by the reconfiguration procedure.
As can be noted, reconfiguring the server parameters (Qi , Ti ) requires solving an
optimization problem, where equation (1) is one of the constraints. Several models with
different applications are presented in [7], but for illustration, the Integer Programming
(IP) formulation is shown.
It is assumed here that, for each server Si , κ(i) values for Ui exist. In other words,
let Ki = {1, 2, . . . , κ(i)} and uik = Qik /Tik , k ∈ Ki , define the kth configuration of Si
for each of which there is a benefit Aik . More formally, the optimization problem that
must be solved by the reconfiguration mechanism is given as follows:

P D : f d = Max

X X

Aik xik

(2a)

uik xik ≤ 1

(2b)

Si ∈S k∈Ki

S. to :
X X
Si ∈S k∈Ki

Qik
uik =
Tik
X
xik = 1, Si ∈ S

(2c)
(2d)

k∈Ki

xik ∈ {0, 1}, Si ∈ S, k ∈ Ki

(2e)

The variable xik , defined by equation (2e), indicates which configuration k ∈ Ki
is chosen for the Si server. Exactly one configuration must be selected, which is reflected
in restriction (2d). Restriction (2b) guarantees the schedulability of S according to the
EDF policy.
The cost of solving this optimization problem is shown in Figure 1(a). The
modified density greedy algorithm (M-DGA) is a heuristic with performance bound
M -DGA(I) ≥ OP 2T (I) for any given instance I of P D, where OP T (I) is the optimal
objective. The fully polynomial approximation scheme (FPAS) has a performance bound
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Figure 1. Optimization-Based Adaptation.

F P AS(I) ≥ (1 − )OP T (I) controlled by the parameter  > 0. The optimal dynamic
programming (DP) algorithm is much slower than the other two. Figure 1(b) shows the instant nature of the Mode-Change, demonstrating that once the new scheduling parameters
are known, they can be instantly applied. It is, of course, expected of the system designer
to estimate the appropriate budget for each mode of the task, and how valuable they are
for the system as a whole. After this is defined, actual mode changing is instantaneous.
2.3. Feedback Scheduling
In the context of CBS, there have been interesting developments in dynamically adjusting
the server parameters by using feedback control theory [17, 1, 3, 14, 13]. The main idea
of these approaches is to actuate on the server parameters, adjusting their bandwidth, so
that a certain QoS metric is as close to the desired value as possible. For example, let the
scheduling error of a job be the difference between its finishing time and its server deadline [1]. If the jobs of a task finish too late (too early), more (less) bandwidth should be
allocated to its server. This approach is best applied when there is not enough knowledge
about the temporal behavior of the system’s tasks to make optimal processor allocations
at design-time, and small, gradual variations in utilization are expected to occur dynamically.
To obtain the experimental results described over the next sections, the Feedback
Scheduler described in Abeni et al. [3] was used. Since the dynamics of the system are
simple, the authors of that work chose to use a PI controller to actuate on the parameters
of the CBS.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the controller described in [3]. The scheduling
error defined as the difference between Virtual Finishing Time (VFT) and the actual task
period. The Virtual Finishing Time V F Ti of a job Ji is the time at which it would finish if
executed on a dedicated processor of speed Bi . If the task finishes too early (V F Ti < Ti ),
the controller will give less bandwidth to it. If the task finishes too late (V F Ti > Ti ), the
controller will give it a bigger share of the processor.
The main difficulty in applying these approaches is determining a model for system dynamics so that a stabilizing control law can be designed. The choice of poles for
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the controller may lead to an unstable controller or a restrictive controller that takes too
long to stabilize at the reference level.
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Figure 3. Feedback Scheduling.

Figure 3(a) shows the Feedback Controller actuating on the budget of a CBS server
to lower it from 2700 and stabilize it at the target value, 2500. Figure 3(b) shows the
scheduling error gradually climbing to zero. The negative error means that the task was
too early, and therefore should receive less processor time. Because of its conservative
configuration, it took this controller 60 task periods to remove scheduling error.
2.4. Discussion
These two approaches have the common general goal of providing support for run-time
adaptation of Reservation-Based schedulers. The first, Optimization-Based approach,
does so by calculating which processor distribution is best for the system as a whole
and then applies that configuration through an instantaneous mode-change. The second,
Feedback Scheduling, corrects any scheduling errors such as lateness over time, trying to
stabilize the server parameters at their correct values. Despite sharing the general goal,
the application of these approaches is very different, since the Optimization-Based Adaptation requires significant knowledge of the application’s temporal behavior by the system
designer and a special API to allow run-time configurations, while the Feedback Scheduler approach does not. In the next section we discuss results of extensive simulation
exploring some of the issues and benefits that come from the use of each approach and
the opportunity of combining them in a more robust adaptive scheduling infrastructure.

3. Experimental Analysis
This section presents simulation results from the Optimization-Based Adaptation Infrastructure presented in [7] and Feedback Control Scheduling presented in [3]. Although the
values obtained from experiments are specific from these two approaches, our analysis is
focused on general trends exhibited by the kind of adaptation carried out by them. Indeed,
we use these two approaches as a means of analysis. All algorithms and simulations were
implemented in C++ and executed on Linux on an Intel Core2Duo 2.20GHz CPU with
2GB of RAM. Since these benchmarks are synthetic, budget values are relative to a virtual
period and do not necessarily represent any physical unit of time.
3.1. Optimization-Based Adaptation
For Optimization-Based Adaptation to function properly, the system designer must have a
good estimation of each mode of the tasks and also define the value relationship between
all the tasks. Results from [7], shown in Figure 4 for illustration, demonstrate success in
diminishing the ill effects of overruns.
This system is comprised of three CBS servers, handling the exact same video
decoding task. The utilization of the video task sometimes reaches 88%, meaning that
deadlines will be missed. Consider that the importance of CBS 3 is, for some reason,
higher than the importance of the other two servers.
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Figure 4(a) shows the system with no adaptation, with all servers missing the same
deadlines with the same tardiness. Figure 4(b) shows the effect of shifting processor time
to CBS 3. While CBSs 1 and 2 miss more deadlines and with higher tardiness, CBS 1
stops missing deadlines altogether (after a few periods, due to the backlog created by the
overruns). This effect is a consequence of the benefit value defined for each task. When
a reconfiguration was requested, a larger amount of processor time was dedicated to CBS
3, meaning that some had to be taken away from CBSs 1 and 2.
The optimization algorithm in this case took 19.5us to complete, about 0.2% of
the time to decode a single frame of the video used in the simulation. A larger number of
servers would mean a certain increase in this execution time, as seen in Figure 1(a). Also,
it is not reasonable to believe that the system designer knows the exact parameters for all
tasks at all times, therefore the budget value applied by the mode-change might not be optimal, that is, it may represent only an approximate knowledge of the system/environment.
The fine-tuning of these parameters is better handled by a Feedback Scheduling scheme.
3.2. Feedback Control
Feedback Control, while requiring much less prior knowledge about the tasks’ behavior,
means that stabilization of budgets at the correct values is a longer process, affected by
various factors, such as how large the mode-change is and how aggressive the configuration of the controller is. The following subsections present simulation results demonstrating how these factors affect the performance of the Feedback Scheduler described in
[3].
3.2.1. Convergence Delays
Generally, the larger the scheduling error, the longer the Feedback Scheduler will take to
neutralize it, specially when configured conservatively. This is shown in Figure 5, where
the Feedback Scheduler tries to stabilize the budget at 2500 from 5 different starting
points.
The case with the starting budget closest to the reference, also shown in Figure 3,
starts from an initial budget (B1 ) of 2700 and takes 60 periods to stabilize at the target
value. Table 1 shows the number of periods it takes to converge at the target value for
the different values of B1 . The case where the initial budget B1 = 1500, for example,
oscillates around the equilibrium point with positive error for 12 periods, then oscillates
with negative error, then finally converges on the target value.
Table 1. Periods to Stabilization for Different Starting Values.

Starting Budget 750
Periods to Stabilization 84

1000 1500
91
86

2000 2700
81
60

Another product of the distance to the reference value is the increased oscillation,
which can be very problematic for Real-Time Scheduling. In the cases where B1 was 750
and 1000, control saturation occurred, leading to a reservation of 100% of processor time
to be given to a task at some points. On the other hand, the fact that the case with B1 = 750
converged faster B1 = 1000 may be attributed to the early saturation of control, which
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Figure 5. Feedback Scheduling Under Different Disturbance Values.

lead to the quicker stabilization of the budget value. If the pattern of mode-changing
is known by the system designer beforehand, the problem of handling large changes in
scheduling parameters is better handled by a scheme that is able to perform large modechanges.

3.2.2. Pole Definition
The definition of the poles for discrete time Feedback Controllers affects the gain values
and therefore the speed of the controller. The control design presented in [3] places the
poles of the closed-loop system closer to zero, thereby synthesizing a controller that reacts
quickly and potentially “overreacts” to the measured error.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the controller with different pole configurations controlling the same system. It is clear that the smaller the values are, the faster the controller
is. When the poles Z1 and Z2 are set to 0.2 and 0.5 respectively, the number of periods
until the system is stabilized with no error is less than 25% than that when Z1 = 0.5 and
Z2 = 0.8.
To illustrate a controller that is too aggressive, the simulation presented in Figures
6(c) and 6(d) show that there is a limit to how fast the controller can be, and the placement
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Figure 6. Successful and Failed Feedback Scheduling Under Different Pole Settings.

of the poles does require some previous knowledge of the system. Due to the aggressive
nature of the controller, the system oscillated to the point of setting the task budget value
to zero, causing erratic behavior.
3.2.3. Overhead
Figure 7(a) shows the amount of time spent performing calculations for the Feedback
Controller for each task period. Since only a few simple operations are needed each for
period, the overhead of the Feedback Scheduler is very small, with average overhead
equal to a tenth of a millisecond per period.
Since the calculations are performed once per period, the processor share that must
be dedicated to the Feedback Controller is relative to the frequency of the task. Figure
7(b) shows that it would take a task with T = 1ms to make the Feedback Controller use
more than 10% of the processor.
3.3. Composition
While the aim of the optimization-based adaptation infrastructure shown in Section 2.2
is to provide a coarse adjustment of server parameters, the Feedback Controller does a
better job at automatically correcting smaller scheduling errors. The integration of the
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two approaches leads to a robust scheduling infrastructure that provides good support for
applications with highly dynamic computation times and periods.
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Figure 8 shows the integration of the two approaches [7]. Jobs 1 through 50 are
scheduled without error with a CBS budget of 1000. Job 51 requires a budget of 2500, a
step up in computation time. The feedback controller, when used by itself, oscillates and
reaches the correct budget at job 142.
In the composition of a direct Mode Change and Feedback Control, the system
designer overestimates the WCET and sets the budget for the new mode at 3000. The
feedback controller then corrects this with much less oscillation and reaches the correct
value of 2500 at job 120.
As can be seen from the figure, an adequate response to a drastic variation on
utilization is achieved by the approach proposed in [7], while feedback control may be
used to fine tune the scheduler to account for small variations in task utilization. The best
performance is obtained by using both approaches in conjunction. While the optimization
approach carries a high processing price for large server numbers, it is only executed once
per large change in task utilization, while the feedback controller, which is executed once
per task period, has very light processing needs.

4. Conclusion
This paper discussed some of the practical issues of bandwidth reservation adaptive
schemes, namely Optimization-Based Adaptation and Feedback Scheduling. A specific
approach to Feedback Scheduling [3] was implemented so that, through simulation, some
of the benefits and issues of its use in Real-Time Systems could be explored. Properties
such as the time until stability is achieved, the placement of the controller poles, and the
overhead caused by its use were explored.
Furthermore, it was shown that the integration of Optimization-Based Adaptation systems and Feedback Scheduling leads to a good adaptive scheduling infrastructure,
capable of handling very dynamic task periods and computation times. This was done
through the integration of the infrastructure described by the authors in [7] and [6] and
the Feedback Scheduling approach chosen for implementation.
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